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Abstract

Astronauts exhibit an assortment of clinical abnormalities in their eyes during long-duration spaceflight. The
purpose of this study was to determine whether spaceflight induces epigenomic and transcriptomic reprogram-
ming in the retina or alters the epigenetic clock. The mice were flown for 37 days in animal enclosure modules
on the International Space Station; ground-based control animals were maintained under similar housing con-
ditions. Mouse retinas were isolated and both DNA methylome and transcriptome were determined by deep
sequencing. We found that a large number of genes were differentially methylated with spaceflight, whereas
there were fewer differentially expressed genes at the transcriptome level. Several biological pathways involved
in retinal diseases such as macular degeneration were significantly altered. Our results indicated that space-
flight decelerated the retinal epigenetic clock. This study demonstrates that spaceflight impacts the retina at
the epigenomic and transcriptomic levels, and such changes could be involved in the etiology of eye-related
disorders among astronauts.
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Introduction

The spaceflight environment contains two major risk
factors, irradiation and microgravity, which are thought
to induce adverse effects on astronauts’ vision and
central nervous systems,1–4 and in particular, the eye
and retina.5,6 Studies reported that more than 30% of
astronauts returning from Space Shuttle missions or
the International Space Station (ISS) were diagnosed
with eye problems that reduced visual acuity.3,7 Further-
more, a recent study showed that spaceflight induced
significant apoptosis in the retinal inner nuclear layer
(INL) and ganglion cell layer (GCL) of mice.8 Previ-
ous work has also shown that many genes involved
in oxidative stress and mitochondria-associated apop-
tosis are altered in the retinas of space-flown mice,
and oxidative stress-induced apoptosis plays an impor-
tant role in response to space irradiation in mouse
retinas.9–11

Previous research on space-induced visual impair-
ment in astronauts has primarily utilized proteomics
and microarray technologies to better understand the
biological effects of spaceflight on the mouse retina;
these studies collectively reveal that spaceflight alters
the expression of certain genes and proteins involved in
cell death, mitochondrial function, endoplasmic reticu-
lum (ER) stress, neuronal and glial cell loss, and axonal
degeneration in mice.9,12 Although there are studies ana-
lyzing the transcriptome in human retinas, none has
been done under spaceflight conditions.13–16 Thus, the
mechanisms underlying the spaceflight-induced vision
impairment remain largely unknown. Even though
spaceflight-induced transcriptomic reprogramming in
mouse retinas was recently reported,17 there has been
no study of the effects of spaceflight on the retina
methylome or the epigenetic clocks of animals or
humans.

There is great enthusiasm both within the scientific
community and society in general with the ambitious
plans for the return of manned missions to the moon
and long-duration (>300 days) space travel to Mars and
beyond. However, a comprehensive assessment of the
adverse effects on the human body is still incomplete. In
a recent NASA Twins Study, some persistent changes in
gene expression, DNA damage, telomeres, neuro-ocular
and cognitive function were observed when comparing
the spaceflight twin brother to his earth-bound twin.18

It has also been shown that long-duration spaceflight
changes gene regulation at both the transcriptional and
epigenetic levels, although the majority of these changes
return to the preflight level six months after returning to
earth. As part of a NASA research consortium to acceler-
ate spaceflight risk characterization and to gather omics
data to allow robust predictions of cellular response
in organisms exposed to long-duration spaceflight, we
investigated the DNA methylome, epigenetic clock and
transcriptome of retinas from mice flown on a long-
duration 37-day mission, the human equivalent of 4.1
years, as part of the Rodent Research-1 (RR-1) project.
We identified differentially methylated genes (DMGs)

and differentially expressed genes (DEGs) between
spaceflight and ground control mice. In addition, as
epigenetic clocks have been used to predict tissue bio-
logical ages and age-related diseases in both humans19

and mice20,21, we calculated spaceflight-induced epige-
netic clock based on the DNA methylation at unique CpG
sites of mouse retinas to predict the retinal tissue aging
due to the spaceflight. This study provides new insights
into the visual impairment due to long-duration space-
flight.

Results
Study design and overall QC of RRBS DNA
methylome and RNA-seq transcriptome data

To study the effects of spaceflight on retinal tissue
epigenomic and transcriptomic changes, we constructed
18 reduced representation bisulfite sequencing (RRBS)
libraries with one sample being removed from down-
stream analysis due to low quality (8 flight vs. 9 ground
control mice) and 18 RNA-seq libraries (9 flight vs. 9
ground control mice). Figure 1 shows the study design.
Fragment sizes of RRBS library were between 200 and
500 bp, with a peak around 300 bp. RNA-seq library size
distribution ranged between 200–500 bp, with a peak
around 280 bp. To monitor the quality of the RNA-seq,
we also added External RNA Control Consortium (ERCC)
spike-in controls in an amount equivalent to about 1%
of the total RNA in each sample before RNA-seq library
construction. We generated ∼778 million reads of 75-
bp single-end RRBS DNA methylome data and 764 mil-
lion reads (75 bp × 2) of pair-end RNA-seq transcrip-
tomic data, corresponding to an average of ∼45.8 million
(N = 17) sequence reads per RRBS sample, and 42.5 mil-
lion (N = 18) sequence reads per RNA-seq sample (Sup-
plementary Table S3).

High-quality reads were obtained from both RRBS and
RNA-seq data (Supplementary Fig. S1). We aligned the
RRBS DNA-seq methylome data, 75 bp single reads to
the NCBI mouse GRCm38 genome. On average, 62.48%
of the reads were aligned to the genome with an aver-
age of 26.3 million (N = 17) aligned reads per sam-
ple (Supplementary Table S3). The aligned reads were
further annotated, resulting in an average of 1.84 mil-
lion (N = 17) CpG sites covered by at least 10 reads.
For RNA-seq transcriptomic data, we aligned the 75 × 2
bp fastq reads to the NCBI mouse GRCm38 genome,
NCBI GRCm38 gene model, and ERCC transcripts. Over-
all, ∼85.05% (N = 18) of the reads were aligned to
the genome uniquely, and 0.35% (N = 18) to the ERCC
transcripts. Among the reads aligned to the genome,
56.03% (N = 18) to the exons, 20.88% (N = 18) to the
introns. Scatterplots of ERCC log2 (FPKM) vs. log2 (spike-
in concentration) showed an overall linear relationship
(R2 = 0.94) between the observed and the expected tran-
scripts of the ERCC spike-in controls (Supplementary
Fig. S1G).
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Figure 1. Study design. This study was under the NASA Rodent Research-1 (RR-1) project consortium. Spaceflight mice after flight were eutha-
nized and frozen on orbit. The retinas were isolated from both the ground habitat control and flight mice after returning to ground. RNA and
DNA were extracted from the retinas, and then RRBS and RNA-seq libraries were constructed to obtain DNA methylome and transcriptome,
respectively. Retinal epigenetic age was calculated using MouseEpigeneticClock script. Disease and bio-functional pathways were generated
using the DAVID GO functional annotation and the Ingenuity Pathway through Analysis (IPA) based on DMGs & DEGs.
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Figure 2. Spaceflight caused global epigenomic changes in mouse retina. (A) Genome-wide CpG methylation status at various genome regions.
(B) and (C) Characteristics of significant differentially methylated CpGs (DMCs, methylation change > 10% and P ≤ 0.05). (D) Principal component
analysis (PCA) based on the spaceflight induced DMCs. The beta values of all differentially methylated CpGs were used for PCA computation and
no filtering was applied. (E) HCA plots based on DMCs. (F) Epigenetic ages calculated using Stubb’s age estimator based on retinal methylomes.

Global epigenomic and transcriptomic changes in
the retinas of spaceflight mice

Overall, 31.2 million CpGs, ranging from 1.6 million to
2.1 million CpGs per sample, were used to study the
genome-wide CpG methylation patterns in terms of the
relationship to the genomic features. The profiling CpG
methylation patterns revealed that the spaceflight mice
were hypomethylated globally compared to ground mice
(P = 0.034, two-tailed t-test, Fig. 2A). A significant lower
CpG methylation level was observed within CG islands
compared to CpG shores in both ground and space-
flight mice (P < 2.2E−16, two-tailed t-test). In addition,
the level of methylation was significantly higher in the
introns compared to exons in both groups (P < 2.2E−16,
two-tailed t-test). The methylation at the transcription
starting site (TSS) had the lowest methylation com-
pared to other genomic regions (promoter, exon and
intron) in both spaceflight and ground mice. Further-
more, 62.5% of the 643 differentially methylated genes
were hypomethylated and 37.5% were hypermethylated
(Fig. 2B). Annotation of differentially methylated CpGs
(DMCs) revealed that a large portion of the DMCs were
located in introns, followed by intergenic regions and

exons. About 15% of the DMCs were located in promot-
ers (Fig. 2C). Principal component analysis (PCA) (Fig. 2D)
and hierarchial cluster analysis (HCA) (Fig. 2E) based
on DMCs showed a clear difference between spaceflight
and ground control mice. Overall, the methylation data
clearly demonstrated that spaceflight induced profound
DNA methylation changes.

As DNA methylation has been successfully used
to predict epigenetic clock—biological age,22 we deter-
mined the epigenetic clocks of the retinas of spaceflight
and control mice, using Stubbs’ epigenetic clock predic-
tor.20 The differences of Stubbs’ predicted biological ages
between the spaceflight and ground control mice were
tested using Welch’s two-sample t-test, which showed a
significant age deceleration in spaceflight mice relative
to ground mice (1.7 vs. 2.4 weeks, P = 0.049 on two-tailed
t-test) (Fig. 2F). It is worth noting that the predicted epi-
genetic ages were much younger than the true chrono-
logical ages (21.2 weeks).

Our RNA-seq transcriptomic analysis identified 177
DEGs (fold change ≥ 1.2, P ≤ 0.05 and FDR ≤ 0.3), including
both up- and down-regulated genes (Fig. 3A and Supple-
mentary Table S1). Similar to what was observed in the
methylome dataset, a distinct separation was observed
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Figure 3. Spaceflight induced global alterations on gene expression and the distribution of DMCs and DEGs across chromosomes. (A) Volcano
plot showing significant differentially expressed genes (DEGs, fold change > 1.2 and P ≤ 0.05). Red and blue triangle indicates the number of
up-regulated or down-regulated DEGs, respectively. DEGs with more than 50% expression change are highlighted in red (up-regulated) and blue
(down-regulated). (B) PCA using the spaceflight induced DEGs. The normalized expressions of 177 DEGs were used for PCA computation and
no sample was filtered out. (C) HCA plots based on DEGs between spaceflight mouse retinas and ground controls. (D) Circos plot showing the
distribution of DMCs and DEGs across chromosomes. Y chromosome was excluded as only female mice were used in the study.
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between the spaceflight and ground control mice based
on both the PCA and HCA on the DEGs (Figs. 3B and 3C).

We further examined the alteration patterns due
to the spaceflight on the DNA methylome and tran-
scriptome across chromosomes using Circos plotting
(Fig. 3D). Despite that differentially methylated regioins
(DMRs) were observed on each chromosome (chromo-
some Y was excluded as only female mice were used
in this study), the DMRs were not evenly distributed
across chromosome as well as at certain particular
chromosome regions, suggesting that some chromo-
somes or regions were more prone to methylation mod-
ification. For instance, Chr X harbored the most DMRs,
followed by Chr 4 and 7. In addition, some regions, e.g.,
Chr 4: 95 278 373–155 343 067 and Chr 2: 118 262 949–
159 068 995, exhibited locally enriched DMRs. Although
many DMRs were observed in certain chromosomes, e.g.,
Chr 2, 4, 5, 14, and X, there were fewer DEGs in these
chromosomes (61 DMRs vs. 3 DEGs observed on Chr X; 30
DMRs vs. 14 DEGs observed on Chr 11), suggesting a dif-
ferential or relatively less sensitive response in the gene
expression of retinal tissue to spaceflight.

Biological functions and pathways affected by
spaceflight in mouse retinas at transcriptome and
DNA methylome, respectively

Pathways and functions affected in mouse retina by space-
flight based on DEGs
The IPA based on DEGs identified many significantly
enriched canonical pathways (negative log10[P-value]
>1.3, i.e., P ≤ 0.05) due to spaceflight (Fig. 4A and
Supplementary Table S2). A large number of enriched
pathways had a significantly negative Z-score (sup-
pressed) and were associated with down-regulated DEGs
(Figs. 4A and 4C). Enriched canonical pathways mainly
belonged to two biological processes: 1) the junc-
tion/connection including G6P signaling, osteoarthritis
signaling, and ILK signaling pathways; and 2) the inflam-
mation/proliferation including PDGF signaling, CXCR4
signaling, actin cytoskeleton signaling, and NF-κB sig-
naling. Many other biological pathways, such as hep-
atic fibrosis, IGF-1 signaling, epithelial adherent junc-
tion, and tight junction (Supplementary Table S2), were
enriched by spaceflight with significant P values, but
zero Z-scores due to a lack of other relevant support-
ing evidence. These pathways were functionally linked
to the extracellular matrix (ECM) homeostasis. Notably,
many of the genes in the above pathways enriched
and impacted by spaceflight in this study were also
observed in NASA Twins Study,18 such as Ilk, Pdgf,
Cxcr4, Igf-1 and Nf-κb. At the individual gene level, a
large number of DEGs fell into the categories of wound
healing/cell growth/cell motility, inflammation defense,
mitochondria metabolism, and oxidative stress (Table 1,
Fig. 4A). In summary, the IPA analysis indicated impaired
cell-to-cell connection and subsequent repair.

In addition, based on the functional similarity, the
DAVID analysis identified 47 genes out of 177 DEGs as

secreted/extracellular proteins, and 17 genes of those
47 DEGs were the EMC components (Table 2). Further-
more, transforming growth factor beta (TGF-β) signal-
ing, wound healing process, and insulin-like growth (IGF)
factor signaling were enriched by 12, 9.9, and 6 folds,
respectively, in spaceflight mouse retinas as compared
to those housed in AEM (Table 2 and Supplementary
Table S1, P ≤ 0.01). Several genes enriched in the TGF-
β group, such as Pdgfra, Nog, and Dcn, were significantly
down-regulated (P ≤ 0.05, N = 9 per group). The tran-
scriptional factors such as hormone-retinoid receptors
Nr4a1, Nr4a3, zinc finger transcriptional factor Egr1, and
connective tissue growth factor Ctgf were observed to
be down-regulated in spaceflight mouse retinas (Table 1
and Supplementary Table S1). In contrast, the majority
of the top up-regulated DEGs were the structural pro-
tein genes, like Krt1, Krt10, and Adamts3, which is con-
sistent with the notion that spaceflight activates inflam-
mation and cell survival mechanisms. In summary,
consistent with the IPA analysis, the David functional
analysis suggested that spaceflight compromised cell
proliferation and mobility necessary for retinal wound
healing.

Pathways and functions affected in mouse retina by space-
flight based on DMGs
We identified 434 hypomethylated and 209 hypermethy-
lated genes, using 10% difference on methylation and
P < 0.05 (N = 9 for each group) as criteria (Fig. 2B
and Supplementary Table S1). Out of those 643 DMGs,
118 had at least one differentially methylated cyto-
sine located within a CpG island and 108 had DMC
located in the promoter regions (34 hypomethylation
and 74 hypermethylation) (Fig. 2C), indicating epige-
netic regulation of transcriptional changes in space-
flight compared to ground control mice. Furthermore, 22
hypermethylated genes and 35 hypomethylated genes
had DMCs located in both CpG islands and exon
areas.

We used the DAVID Functional Clustering to exam-
ine how spaceflight-induced methylome changes would
affect retinal cell function. The data revealed that a
substantial amount of DMGs were linked to cell struc-
ture and tissue morphology, with significant P values
and fold enrichment (Figs. 4B and 4D and Supplemen-
tary Table S2). Specifically, 35 DMGs were related to the
cell junction, 17 DMGs were related to the extracellu-
lar matrix, and 8 DMGs were related to the tight junc-
tion. Another 20 DMGs were members of collagen and
fibronectin gene families, with fold enrichment values
of 3.4 (P < 0.05) and 3.1 (P < 0.01), respectively. Fur-
ther, functional clustering revealed that DNA methyla-
tion might play an important role in cell proliferation,
differentiation, and organism development (Table 2 and
Supplementary Table S2). For instance, 24 DMGs were
linked to cell differentiation and 38 DMGs were linked
to multicellular organism development. In addition, 6
DMGs (fold enrichment value of 8.1, P < 0.01) were pos-
itive regulators of epithelial to mesenchymal transition
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Table 1. Gene ontology molecular functions based on the top differentially expressed genes induced by the spaceflight.

Gene symbol Protein Molecular function

Up-regulated genes
Elovl5 fatty acid elongase Affiliated tissues include brain, eye and spinal cord.

Related phenotypes are slow eye movements and
nystagmus.

Myoc myocilin Found in eye trabecular meshwork and the ciliary body. It
regulates the pressure within the eye (intraocular

pressure).
Ctgf connective tissue

growth factor
CTGF has important roles in many biological processes,
including cell adhesion, tissue growth factor migration,

proliferation, angiogenesis and tissue wound repair.
Nr4a1,4a3 retinoid receptor Components of retinoic acid (RA) signaling pathway. Play

important role in mediating eye development.
Egr1 zinc finger protein Binds to the promoter region of target genes. Regulates

the response to growth factors DNA damage, ischemia,
cell survival, proliferation, and cell death.

Serpinf1, e2,
h1, g1

serine protease
Inhibitors

Pigment epithelium-derived factor (PEDF) also known as
serpin F1 (SERPINF1). It influences development and

differentiation of the neural retina.
krt12 epithelial keratins Krt12 is a specific corneal epithelial differentiation

marker. It is involved in adult corneal epithelial
homeostasis and wound healing response.

Sox10 SOX10 protein SOX10 protein directs neural crest cells to become more
specific cell types. In particular, the SOX10 protein is

essential for the production of melanocytes.
Mlph exophilin This protein tethers pigment-producing melanosomes to

the actin cytoskeleton in melanocytes, and is required for
visible pigmentation in the hair and skin.

Lyz2 lysozyme Associates with the monocytemacrophase system and
enhances the activity of immunoagents. Active against a

range of Gram-positive and Gram-negative bacteria.
Col1a1, 8a2,

12a1
alpha chains of type
VIII and XII collagen

Major component of the basement membrane of the
corneal endothelium.

Rnu2-10 small nuclear RNA Mutation of Rnu2-8 causes ataxia and neurodegeneration.
Down-regulated genes

Amy1 amylase 1 Endohydrolysis of (1→4)-alpha-D-glucosidic linkages in
oligosaccharides and polysaccharides.

Krt1, Krt10 epithelial keratins Important constituent of nonkeratinized epithelia such as
those covering the Cornea and conjunctiva, the ocular

surface.
Slc31a2 solute carrier1 Involved in low-affinity copper uptake.

Sst somatostatin Growth hormone-inhibiting hormone (GHIH), regulates
the endocrine system and affects neurotransmission and

cell proliferation via somatostatin receptors.
Wisp1 WNT1 Downstream regulator in the Wnt/Frizzled-signaling

pathway. Associated with cell survival.
Azi2 5-azacytidine Activates serine/threonine-protein kinase TBK1 and

facilitates its oligomerization.
Zfand6 AN1-Type Zinc Finger

Protein
Involved in regulation of TNF-alpha induced NF-kappa-B

activation and apoptosis.
Ttc14 tetratricopeptide

repeat domain 14
Maybe involved in ectoderm differentiation and

neurulation.
Asprv1 Aspartic Protease ASPRV1 associated diseases include retinitis pigmentosa

and artrichia with papular lesions.
Wdr89 WD repeat domain 89 Plays an important role in the elongation step of protein

synthesis.
Psca WD Cell membrane glycoprotein. May be involved in the

regulation of cell proliferation.
Olfr613 olfactory receptor 613 G protein-coupled receptor activity

Sbsn suprabasin Oncoprotein, upregulated in multiple cancers.
Adamts3 disintegrin Major procollagen II N-propeptidase. A deficiency of this

protein may be responsible for Dermatosparaxis
Zfp488 zinc finger protein function involved in transcriptional regulation.
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Figure 4. Functional enrichments based on spaceflight induced DEGs and DMGs. (A) The IPA identified significantly enriched canonical pathways
based on spaceflight induced retinal DEGs in spaceflight mice. The left y-axis shows the percentage of DEGs to the total number of genes in
each individual pathway; the white unfilled bar section represents the percentage of non-DEGs; the green filled green bar section represents the
percentage of down-regulated DEGs; and the red filled bar section represents the up-regulated DEGs. Only 3 up-regulated DEGs were identified in
the listed IPA pathways (“NF-B signaling”, “Glucocorticoid receptor signaling”, and “Osteoarthritis pathway”). The right y-axis shows the negative
log10 (P-value) of the enriched pathways as pink dot-line. The negative log10(0.05) = 1.3. (B) Significant pathways enriched based on DMGs using
the DAVID Functional Annotation Analysis. The bars represent the fold enrichment and the dot-line represents the negative log10(P-value). Red
number on top of each bar indicates the number of DMGs identified in each pathway. (C) Tight junction signaling, a representative pathway
enriched based DEGs. Pathway components are highlighted by blue (down-regulated) or purple (up-regulated) showing the DEGs identified
within the component. (D) Cell Adhesion Molecules, representative functional clusters enriched by DAVID functional analysis based on DMGs.
The significant genes identified in our spaceflight mouse retinal methylome are labelled as red star.

and several other DMGs were the components of Hippo
and TGF-β signaling pathways. DMGs-based functional
analysis demonstrated consistent shifts in cell function
and agreed well with those observed in transcriptome
analysis.

DMGs-based IPA analysis portrayed a concerted
hypermethylation on several retinoic acid (RA) signal-
ing pathway genes (Supplementary Fig. S2). Among those
were Rho (rhodopsin; light perception), Vegfa (vascular
endothelial growth factor A), Tgfb1 (cell growth factor),
Bcl2l11 (apoptosis facilitator), Mmp2 (matrix metallopep-
tidase 14), Wnt5a (transcription factor), and N32e1 (reti-
nal transcription factor). Consistent with the changes in
RA signaling, Nxph1 gene, which is involved in neuronal
synaptic transmission, was highly methylated. Genes
with decreased methylation included Smad2, Smad3,
Sod3, Tnfrsf19, Edn2, and Dnmt3l (Supplementary Table
S2). Six mitochondrial membrane solute transporter
genes (Slc22a2, Slc25a25, Slc25a33, Slc35f3, Slc6a17, and

Slc6a8) were hypomethylated, suggesting that mitochon-
drial function was affected during spaceflight.

Further functional analysis suggested that spaceflight
could induce morphological changes in many retinal
cell types. The putative morphology changes were evi-
denced by the extensive functional overlaps of 9 DMGs
(5 hypermethylated: Erc2, Neurog2, ATP8A2, App, and
Rarg; 4 hypomethylated: Rho, Vegfa, Hes1, and Discam)
(Supplementary Table S2). Particularly, functional enrich-
ment analysis indicated that at least two DMGs were
involved in the abnormal morphological development in
horizontal cells, photoreceptor cells, retinal layer cells,
and retinal rods on the photo-receptor side and bipo-
lar cells and neurons on the transmitter side. Our recent
study of RR-9 flight mice also confirmed the spaceflight-
induced photoreceptor abnormalities with differentially
expressed genes belonging to retinitis pigmentosa, dia-
betic retinopathy, age-related macular degeneration and
retinal detachment pathways.17 In the current study,
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Table 2. DAVID functional clustering analysis based on the spaceflight induced differentially expressed or methylated genes.

Differentially expressed genes (DEGs)∗ No. of Genes P Value Fold enrichment Benjamini FDR

Secreted/extracellular region 47 3.46E-17 4.24 7.43E-15 4.38E-14
Extracellular matrix 17 2.50E-12 1.12 2.69E-10 3.17E-09
Insulin-like growth factor binding protein 5 9.99E-07 6.04 4.02E-04 1.39E-03
Beta receptor signaling pathway 7 2.04E-05 1.24 7.21E-03 3.25E-02
ECM-receptor interaction 8 1.48E-05 9.71 2.00E-03 1.74E-02
Wound healing 7 7.36E-05 9.9 1.94E-02 1.17E-01
Differentially methylated genes (DMGs)∗

Cell junction 35 2.64E-05 2.2 9.94E-03 3.66E-02
Synapse 17 3.46E-03 2.29 6.86E-02 4.50E+00
Zinc-finger 69 1.54E-04 1.58 8.78E-03 2.04E-01
Regulation of transcription/DNA binding 68 5.53E-03 1.37 4.52E-01 9.18E+00
Developmental protein 36 1.27E-03 1.77 3.99E-02 1.68E+00
Multicellular organism development 38 1.82E-03 1.7 3.01E-01 3.10E+00
Cell differentiation 24 8.92E-03 1.79 1.06E-01 1.12E+01
Extracellular matrix 17 1.34E-03 2.86 3.77E-02 1.76E+00
Collagen 6 3.20E-02 3.39 2.68E-01 3.51E+01
Tight junction 8 1.70E-03 4.63 3.99E-02 2.23E+00
Fibronectin, type III 14 5.74E-04 3.13 3.88E-01 8.85E-01
Hippo signaling pathway 10 3.08E-03 3.31 1.05E-01 3.84E+00
TGF beta signaling pathway 4 1.42E-02 7.34 8.28E-01 1.52E+01
Positive regulation of epithelial to
mesenchymal transition

6 7.74E-04 8.12 2.85E-01 1.33E+00

∗177 DEGs and 472 DMGs were clustered based on their functional similarity using the DAVID functional annotation. The enriched groups with a P-value ≤ 0.05 were

listed.

DMGs were detected to be involved in abnormal mor-
phological development in horizontal cells, photorecep-
tor cells, retinal layer cells, and retinal rods on the photo-
receptor side and bipolar cells and neurons on the trans-
mitter side (Supplementary Table S2).

Integration analysis of genes regulated at both
transcription and DNA methylation levels

We identified 5 genes in the mouse retinas regulated by
spaceflight that are present both in the DEG and DMG
lists: Col8a2, Jun/Juneb, Maf, Mid1ip1, and Tsc22d3 (Figs. 5A
and 5B, Supplementary Table S1). It is worth noting that
Mid1ip1, a cellular growth regulator, was hypomethylated
in its promoter, exon, and CpG island regions, but its
transcription was down-regulated (Fig. 5B). Interestingly,
although Col8a2 (a collagen gene), Maf (a transcription
factor), and Junb (a transcription factor) had significant
changes in both transcription and DNA methylation, the
differentially methylated CpGs were far from their gene
bodies (Supplementary Table S1). Hypomethylation was
found in the intron and CpG island regions for Tsc22d3,
whereas its transcription was suppressed (Fig. 5B).

In order to understand the regulatory role of DNA
methylation on transcription, we performed Pearson cor-
relation analysis between DNA methylation and gene
expression at gene body level, using all CpGs anno-
tated to the 5 overlapping genes (Fig. 5C). Overall, there
were mild to moderate correlations (|R| values between
0.3−0.7), nevertheless with no consistent trend between
DNA methylation in the gene body and their gene

expressions. For examples, in Col8a2 gene, a moder-
ate positive correlation between DNA methylations at
upstream 1 to 5 kb region (R = 0.49, P = 0.066) but a
moderate negative correlation (R = −0.55, P = 0.0410)
at exons with its gene expression were observed. In
Junb gene, a moderate positive correlation (R = 0.68,
P = 0.01) between DNA methylation at 5′ UTR and its
gene expression was observed. In Tsc22d3 gene, a mod-
erate negative correlation (R = −0.58, P = 0.019) was
observed between DNA methylation at upstream 1 to 5
kb region and its gene expression. Weak negative corre-
lations were observed between DNA methylations in all
gene body regions of Maf and its gene expression, while
weak positive correlations were observed between DNA
methylations in all parts of Mid1ip1 gene and its gene
expression.

Genes and pathways regulated by spaceflight at
both transcription and DNA methylation levels

The functional analysis based on both DEGs and DMGs
revealed that the genes involved in ECM and focal adhe-
sion were the main regulatory targets in the retinas
by spaceflight. We found that ECM genes like collagen,
laminin, thrombospondin (Thbs), and integrins included
CD44, syndecan, and VLA protein β subunit 1, 3, and
8, were regulated at transcriptional level, whereas other
genes like tenascin and integrin VLA α subunit 2, 7 and
8, were regulated at DNA methylation level by space-
flight (Supplementary Fig. S3A). Though simultaneously
changes at both the transcription and DNA methylation
levels were not observed in many genes, an integration
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Figure 5. Integrative analysis of spaceflight induced DMGs and DEGs. (A) Venn diagram showing the overlapping DMGs and DEGs induced by
spaceflight. (B) The DNA methylation (based on differentially methylated CpG sites of the gene) vs. the gene expression for the five overlapping
DMGs and DEGs. The left y-axis shows the DNA methylation change (blue bar for DNA methylation); the right y-axis shows the gene expression
fold-change (red bar for gene expression). (C) Correlation between the gene expression and DNA methylation of different location of gene for
the five overlapping genes. Blue, spaceflight mouse retina; orange, ground control mouse retina.
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analysis identified many DEGs and DMRs were enriched
in the ECM/cell junction functional group, suggesting
that the genes and gene networks in the ECM/cell junc-
tion were more sensitive to the stress of spaceflight in
the mouse retinas. This notion of convergent regulation
is illustrated in Figs. 4C and 4D.

We examined the DEGs and DMGs involved in HIPPO,
TGF-β, and Wnt signaling pathways (Supplementary Fig.
S3B). Our analysis showed that Fzd, a transmembrane
receptor in Wnt pathway, was significantly downregu-
lated in gene expression; while Tfg-βr, a transmembrane
receptor in TGF-β pathway, was hypermethylated. Fzd
and Tfg-βr interact with a variety of extracellular signal
molecules to activate signaling cascade, of which many
downstream signal components were found in either
the DEG or DMG lists, including the genes responsible
for apoptosis and proliferation, such as Smad2/3, CK1δ/ε,
Axin, CycD, and αPkc. Furthermore, the epithelial adher-
ent, a cell surface receptor for calcium-dependent cell-
cell adhesion, was hypomethylated. Overall, the inte-
grated gene network and pathway analysis strongly sug-
gested a coordinated response at the transcriptome and
methylome levels in the spaceflight mice.

Discussion

Approximately one in three astronauts flying on long-
duration space missions experience visual impairment
and morphologic changes to their eyes that include
choroidal and retinal folds, optic disc edema, focal areas
of retinal ischemia (i.e., cotton wool spots), globe flat-
tening, and hyperopic shifts. This collection of ocular
disorders, as first reported by Mader and colleagues,3

has been termed as spaceflight-associated neuro-ocular
syndrome (SANS). A number of factors associated with
spaceflight have been proposed to initiate SANS, includ-
ing headward fluid shifts induced by weightlessness,
space radiation, and high ambient CO2 levels within the
spacecraft. A variety of potential mechanisms have also
been proposed to account for the unusual physiologic
and pathologic neuro-ophthalmic findings, including
elevations in intracranial pressure (ICP) from cephalad
fluid shifts, altered autoregulation of cerebral perfusion,
impaired cerebrospinal fluid drainage from the brain
and orbital optic nerve sheath through venous, glym-
phatic, and lymphatic drainage systems, and disruption
of blood-brain, blood-retinal, and blood-optic nerve bar-
rier function.23 This seemingly multifaceted pathologi-
cal process, which varies from astronaut to astronaut,
indicates a complex origin for these neuro-ophthalmic
findings associated with SANS. Results from the present
study of spaceflight-induced alterations in DNA methy-
lome and transcriptome demonstrated that retinal cell
homeostasis was disrupted during spaceflight, and that
the primarily impacted genes belonged to several physio-
logically relevant cellular processes and pathways. These
included processes and pathways associated with oxida-
tive stress, inflammation, mitochondrial function, tissue

remodeling, fibrosis and angiogenesis. Further, the inte-
grated DNA methylome and RNA transcriptome analy-
sis demonstrated that spaceflight had profound effects
on ECM/cell junction and cell proliferation/apoptosis sig-
naling in the retina. Although these data did not address
all the possible mechanisms involved in the etiology of
SANS, they provided crucial insight into the potential
adverse consequences of spaceflight on the retina that
could be functionally important for maintaining proper
visual acuity among astronauts.

Multi-dimensional genome-wide analyses have been
applied to interrogate vision function, aging and dis-
eases.4,24–26 In this study, we characterized the retinal
tissue epigenomic reprogramming, along with the tran-
scriptomic changes of mouse retinas after a period of
37-day spaceflight, the human equivalent of 4.1 years.
The differential gene expression analysis revealed a few
distinctive yet interconnected pathways that may have
been affected by spaceflight, such as inflammatory and
cancer-prone pathways, i.e., interleukin and chemokine
pathways (Fgfr1, Fos, Cxcr4 genes); cell structure main-
tenance pathways, i.e., ECM and keratins; and the cell
death, cell differentiation, and survival pathways, i.e.,
VEGF, TSP1, TGF-β signaling and DNA repair. These find-
ings support the notion that environmental conditions
during spaceflight, such as microgravity and space radi-
ation, induce retinal structure damage and the coun-
teractive cell response,9 leading to similar conditions
of known disease states such as age-related macular
degeneration (AMD).16,27 A recent study by Cheng et al.
showed that even though mice do not have macula,
mimicking diseased photoreceptor metabolism profile in
mice caused macular degeneration-like pathologies sim-
ilar to that in humans and leading to blindness.28

Consistent with what has been reported on retinal
disorders,14 we identified six genes in the spaceflight
mouse retinas that were associated with AMD (Adamts,
Col8a, Htr, Igfb, Slc, Tgfbr). We also found that the mito-
chondrial small molecule transporter family genes such
as Slc4a7, Slc6a17, Slc22a8, Slc22as, Slc25a2, and Slc31a2
were among the top DEGs and DMGs induced by space-
flight in the mouse retinas. A gene expression change
of a small molecule transporter in ocular tissue was
also observed in a previous spaceflight study, which
was linked to oxidative damage in leading to mito-
chondrial apoptosis and cell death in retina.9 Many
other structural proteins, such as collagen, keratin and
actin, were also downregulated under spaceflight condi-
tions. The suppression of these genes has been shown
to trigger chronic inflammation, fibrosis, retinopathy,
and cancer.29 Notably, several genes in the retinoic acid
metabolism pathway were hypermethylated in space-
flight mice. RA receptors repress the activity of tran-
scription factors such as AP-1 and NF-κB, and therefore
have potential anti-proliferative and anti-inflammatory
effects. In addition, the expressions of several genes
(Wnt5a, Vegf, and Tnf) in the Wnt/β-catenin pathway were
altered by spaceflight. Wnt/β-catenin pathway plays a
pathogenic role in AMD, and it is believed that certain
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changes in AMD likely lead to inflammation or a cancer-
like disease state.30

Intraocular pressure (IOP) impacts cell adhesion and
connection, promotes detachment of cell from ECM,
leading to apoptosis and optical nerve damage.31,32 Our
transcriptomic and epigenomic studies on spaceflight
mouse retinas showed that ECM-receptor components
were among the most altered genes in spaceflight mouse
retinas relative to that in ground control mice (Table 1).
We found that the expression of myocilin (encoded by
Myoc), a structural component that regulates IOP, was
significantly suppressed, suggesting an adverse effect
of microgravity on IOP regulation. Another significantly
altered gene family in the spaceflight mouse retinas
was simple epithelial keratins (SEKs), which are pri-
marily expressed in single-layered simple epithelia. An
important feature of SEKs is that one specific SEK pair
(one type I SEK and one type II SEK) predominate in an
epithelial cell where they form noncovalent heteropoly-
mers.33 Our transcriptomic data showed both Krt1 and
Krt10 were significantly upregulated, suggesting that the
spaceflight mice might have been subject to some struc-
tural repair in the retinas. However, the expression of
another corneal epithelial SEK, Krt12, was significantly
suppressed. Beside its structural roles, Krt12 is generally
regarded as a specific corneal epithelial differentiation
marker34 and a reduced expression of Krt12 gene may
suggest an impaired cell differentiation under space-
flight condition.

The transcriptomic data revealed spaceflight down-
regulated wound-healing and cell proliferation genes
(Tgfb2, Tgfb3, Igfbp4, Igfbp5, Igfbp6, Pdgfra, and Dcn) in
mouse retinas. Furthermore, many transcriptional regu-
lators were also downregulated in the spaceflight mouse
retinas, including hormone-retinoid receptors Nr4a1 and
Nr4a3, zinc finger transcriptional factor Egr1, connective
tissue growth factor Ctgf, and serine protease inhibitors
Serpine2, Serpinf1, Serpinh1 and Serping. These transcrip-
tional factors play critical roles in regulating cell sur-
vival, proliferation, axial eye growth,35 morphogenesis of
the lens and optic vesicle development.36,37 The methy-
lomic data also suggested that spaceflight may impact
cell cycle and DNA repair as indicated by the IPA analysis-
based DMGs, which showed that R-SMAD binding pro-
tein, TGF-β receptor signaling, and WNT signaling path-
ways were all enriched. The recent NASA Twins Study,18

also showed that the gene expression changed for genes
related to cell growth, proliferation and angiogenesis
in CD4 and CD8 cells, indicating that the activation of
wound-repairing pathways are not limited to retinal tis-
sue in spaceflight.

This is the first report on an epigenetic age alteration
in retinal tissue during spaceflight. The data indicated
that the retinas of spaceflight mice tended to have a
younger epigenetic age (deceleration of age) compared
to that of ground control animals (Fig. 2F). Interestingly,
in the NASA Twin Study, the results showed that the
spaceflight twin had an elongated telomere length rela-
tive to his ground-based twin brother, suggesting slower

aging in space.18 Thus, there seems to be some evi-
dence that spaceflight-induced age deceleration occurs
in mice and humans. There also seems to be some sim-
ilarity in the aging deceleration of the retinal epige-
netic clocks of spaceflight mice and that in mice with
ovariectomy or on a high-fat diet.20,21 It is worth not-
ing that the predicted epigenetic age based on retinal
methylation was much younger than the chronological
age (2−3 weeks as predicted by retinal DNA methyla-
tion clock vs. 21 weeks per chronological age). A cou-
ple of factors might have contributed to this discrepancy.
First, the retinal tissue DNA methylation data was not
included in Stubbs’s epigenetic clock training dataset,20

and therefore, the retinal epigenetic age was not well rep-
resented by Stubb’s algorithm. Second, the retina is a het-
erocellular tissue and its epigenetic age might be over-
represented by epigenetically younger cells. As a matter
of fact, Horvath reported that several tumors exhibited
decelerated epigenetic clocks and that malignant cancer
tissues were much younger than anticipated.19,38 Never-
theless, our spaceflight mouse retinal epigenetic clock
analysis showed that spaceflight significantly deceler-
ated retinal epigenetic age. This age deceleration may
suggest an activation of remodeling or compensatory
pathways that are dormant under normal physiological
conditions.39

In summary, this study is the first to investigate
the effects of spaceflight on both DNA methylome and
transcriptome in retinal tissue. Interestingly, the results
indicate that spaceflight decelerated epigenetic clock in
the mouse retina, i.e., the mice flown in space showed
younger biological ages than the ground control mice.
Despite this positive finding, the results also demon-
strated that retinal cell homeostasis was disrupted dur-
ing spaceflight. The primarily impacted genes by space-
flight belong to several physiologically relevant cellu-
lar processes and pathways, including those associated
with oxidative stress, inflammation, mitochondrial func-
tion, tissue remodeling, fibrosis, and angiogenesis. The
functional analysis integrating both DNA methylome
and transcriptome demonstrated that spaceflight had
particularly profound effects on two important biologi-
cal processes, i.e., ECM/cell junction and cell prolifera-
tion/apoptosis signaling in the retina (Figs. 4C and 4D,
Supplementary Fig. S3).

Methods
Study design

Figure 1 illustrates the overall study design. The 16-
week-old female C57 BL/6J mice (Jackson Lab, Bar Har-
bor, ME) were used in this study as part of the NASA
RR-1 project consortium. This project was approved by
the NASA Institutional Animal Care and Use Commit-
tee. Both spaceflight and ground control animals were
housed in NASA’s animal enclosure modules (AEM), with
control mice being exposed to the same environment
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conditions (12-hour light cycle, temperature and humid-
ity) as those flown on the International Space Station
(ISS). Control animals were kept inside an environmen-
tal simulator (ISSES) at the Space Life Science Laboratory
(SLSL) at Kennedy Space Center (KSC), and the space-
flight animals were transported to the ISS by SpaceX4
on September 21, 2014. All animals were fed with a spe-
cial NASA food bar diet and their health was checked
daily. The spaceflight mice were euthanized and frozen
on-orbit after 37 days of flight, while ground control
mice were simultaneously euthanized and frozen under
identical conditions. After the frozen carcasses were
returned to KSC, the ocular tissues were removed from
both groups. DNA and RNA were extracted from the same
retinal sample and were used for library constructions
using NuGEN Ovation R© RRBS and Ovation R© Mouse RNA-
seq library construction kits, respectively. Libraries were
multiplexed with unique sample indices, pooled, and
sequenced on an Illumina NextSeq 550. FastQ files were
subject to FastQC, adapter and low-quality reads trim-
ming before mapping to mouse genome NCBI GRCm38.
Differential CpG methylation regions and differential
expressed genes were determined after mapping and
counting, and the resulting DMR and DEG lists were sub-
ject to IPA and DAVID gene functional analysis. The epi-
genetic clock was determined using the MouseEpigenet-
icClock script developed by Stubbs et al. (2017).20

Dissection and preservation of the mouse ocular
samples

At the time of dissections, both eyes were dissected from
the carcasses thawed at room temperature for 15–20
minutes. The eyes were harvested and snap frozen in liq-
uid nitrogen, then stored at −80 ◦C. The frozen whole eye
samples were micro-dissected in the ice-cold phosphate-
buffered saline (PBS). Fine spring scissors were used to
separate the cornea from the sclera to access the retina.
The retina was carefully detached from the sclera. The
retina, cornea, and lens were immediately frozen on dry
ice and stored at −80◦C before DNA and RNA isolations.

DNA and RNA isolations

Retinal tissues (4–20 mg) were homogenized with Pre-
cellys CKM beads (Hilden, Germany) in 350 μl of Qiagen
RLT plus buffer. The genomic DNA (gDNA) and total RNA
were isolated using the Qiagen AllPrep DNA/RNA/miRNA
Universal Kit according to the manufacturer’s protocol.
After isolation, RNA and DNA were frozen and kept at
−80 ◦C until further use. Isolated RNA samples were
quantified using NanoDrop spectrophotometry (Thermo
Scientific, Chino, CA). DNA and RNA were further quanti-
fied using the Qubit dsDNA High Sensitivity Kit and RNA
Broad Range Kit, respectively (Life Technologies, Carls-
bad, CA). RNA quality was evaluated using the Agilent
2200 TapeStation and RNA ScreenTape (Santa Clara, CA).
All RNA samples had an integrity numbers (RIN) ranging
from 7.2 to 8.1.

Reduced Representation Bisulfite Sequencing
(RRBS) library construction

One hundred (100) ng of gDNA was used to con-
struct RRBS DNA-seq library using the Ovation R© RRBS
Methyl-Seq System (NuGEN Technologies, San Carlos,
CA) according to the manufacturer’s protocol. Briefly, the
MspI enzyme, which cuts the DNA at CCGG sites, was
used to digest gDNA into fragments. The fragments were
directly subject to end blunting and phosphorylation in
preparation for ligation to a methylated adapter with a
single-base T overhang. A unique index, out of 16 indices,
was used for each individual sample for multiplexing.
The ligation products were repaired in a thermal cycler
under the program (60 ◦C–10 min, 70 ◦C–10 min, hold at
4 ◦C). The products of the final repair reaction were used
for bisulfite conversion using QIAGEN EpiTect Fast DNA
Bisulfite Kit according to Qiagen’s protocol. Bisulfite-
converted DNA was then amplified (Mastercycler R© pro,
Eppendorf, Hamburg, Germany), and bead-purified with
Agencourt RNAClean XP beads.

RNA-seq library construction

The Ovation R© Mouse RNA-Seq System 1–16 (NuGEN
Technologies, San Carlos, CA) was used to construct
RNA-seq libraries according to the manufacturer’s
instructions. Briefly, 100 ng of total RNA spiked with 1 μl
of 1:500 diluted ERCC Mix 1 (Life Technologies, Carlsbad,
CA) was used to start cDNA synthesis. Following the
primer annealing and cDNA synthesis, the products
(130 μl/each sample) were sheared using Covaris S220
Focused-ultrasonicator (Covaris Inc., Woburn, MA). The
parameters were set as follows: 10% duty factor, peak
power 175 and 200 cycles per burst at 4 ◦C for 200 sec-
onds to obtain fragment sizes between 150–200 bp. The
products were then subject to end-repair, adaptor index
ligation and strand selection. A custom InDA-C primer
mixture SS5 Version 5 for mouse was used to allow
strand selection. Finally, the libraries were amplified
on a PCR thermocycler for 17 cycles (Mastercycler R©

pro, Eppendorf, Hamburg, Germany), and purified with
RNAClean XP Agencourt beads (Beckman Coulter, Indi-
anapolis, IN); and quantified using Qubit dsDNA HS Kit
on Qubit 3.0 Fluorometer (Life Technologies, Carlsbad,
CA). The quality and peak size were determined using
the D1000 ScreenTape on Agilent 2200 TapeStation
(Agilent Technologies, Santa Clara, CA).

RRBS and RNA-seq library sequencing

The RRBS libraries were sequenced on an Illumina
NextSeq 550, 75 bp, single-end read, whereas the RNA-
seq libraries were sequenced on both Illumina NextSeq
550 and HiSeq 4000, pair-end reads (75 bpx2), at the Loma
Linda University (LLU) Center for Genomics.
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Bioinformatics pipelines

For the RRBS data, we used a pipeline that integrates
the read quality assessment (FastQC, v0.11.6), trim-
ming process (TrimGalore,40 v0.4.5, NuGEN diversity
trimming and N6 de-duplicate scripts), alignment (Bis-
mark,41 v0.16.34), and differential methylation analysis
using MethylKit42 (v0.1.0) and DMAP43 (v2.8.1). This
pipeline facilitates a rapid transition from sequencing
reads to a fully annotated CpG methylation report for
biological interpretation. Briefly, the RRBS raw fastq
data were first trimmed using Trim Galore. The mouse
genome NCBI GRCm38 downloaded from iGenome
(https://support.illumina.com/sequencing/sequencing s
oftware/igenome.html/Musmusculu/Mus musculus N
CBI GRCm38.tar.gz), was used as a reference genome.
Reads were aligned to the mouse reference genome with
Bismark (v0.16.34) by default parameter settings. The
methylation call files including the location of each CpG
site and the methylation percentage were generated
by the bismark methylation extractor function. The
aligned SAM files were further processed through DMAP
to generate CpG region profile using function ‘diffmeth’
(options: -A 40, 220, -N -I 6). The CpG regions with
coverage by a minimum 20 reads in all samples were
used for further analysis.

For the RNA-seq data, we adopted the pipelines
used in our recent publications44,45 for mRNA-seq
data visualization, which integrated the QC (FastQC,46

ShortRead,47 v1.48.0), trimming process (trimmomatic,48

v0.35), alignment (Tophat2,49 v2.2.1), reads quantification
(cufflinks,50 v2.2.1), and differentially expressed gene
(DEG) analysis (cuffdiff,51 v 2.2.1) for mRNA-seq data
analyses. Briefly, the RNA-seq raw fastq data were first
trimmed using Trimmomatic (options: Leading: 20, Trail-
ing:20, Crop:75, Headcrop:5, Slidingwindow: 4:15, Minlen:
35). The trimmed reads were aligned to the mouse ref-
erence genome (NCBI GRCm38) using TopHat2 (default
parameter settings). The aligned bam files were then pro-
cessed using Cufflinks for gene quantification. The reads
that were unable to align to the mouse genome were
converted to fastq format using SamToFastq function
in Picard (v1.11.4) for ERCC mapping and calculation in
which the reads were mapped to ERCC transcripts and
quantified using TopHat2 and Cufflinks (default param-
eter settings). The genes with FPKM ≥ 1 in all samples
were used for DEG analysis. The DEGs were identified
by Cuffdiff with FDR ≤ 0.3, and fold change (FC) ≥ 1.2
(P ≤ 0.05). All bioinformatics pipelines were run with
default parameters if not specified otherwise.

Epigenetic clock calculation

We used a mouse epigenetic clock algorithm developed
by Stubbs et al. (2017)20 to estimate the biological age
of the retinas of spaceflight mice, using the MouseEpi-
geneticClock script on the methylation coverage files
with default parameter of read depth threshold at 5. The
mouse age estimator, based on the methylation of 329

CpG loci, was shown to accurately measure the epige-
netic clock—biological age across multiple mouse tis-
sues.19

Gene networks, pathway and functional
annotation analyses

The analyses on the gene networks, canonical and bio-
functional pathways regulated by spaceflight at both
DNA methylome and transcriptome were performed
using the Ingenuity Pathway Analysis (IPA, Qiagen).
The sets of 177 differentially expressed genes and 643
differentially methylated genes were input into the
IPA database to discover canonical, diseases and bio-
functional networks possibly regulated by spaceflight.
The complete IPA analysis summary is shown in the sup-
plementary files. We also applied the DAVID Functional
Annotation Tool (https://david.ncifcrf.gov) to the lists of
DEGs and DMGs to identify the functional enrichment of
the spaceflight-induced gene expression changes to bio-
logically relevant categories.

PCA computation and statistical analysis

PCA components were computed from normalized gene
expression counts of 177 DEGs, or the beta values of all
differentially methylated CpGs. Specifically, the missing
values in input data were handled by the ‘imputePCA’
function from R package ‘missMDA’ (v1.18). Then, PCA
was performed using ‘prcomp’ (scale = FALSE) func-
tion from R package ‘stats’ (v3.6.2). Finally, the contri-
butions of each PCA component were extracted using
‘get eigenvalue’ function.

For DEG analysis, an FC ≥ 1.2 with P ≤ 0.05 (FDR ≤ 0.3)
was used as a threshold to select DEGs. For DMG analy-
sis, a methylation change ≥ 10% (FDR ≤ 0.05) was used
as a threshold to select DMGs. Pathway analysis was
performed using IPA and DAVID Functional Annotation
Tool to identify canonical pathways. For other statistics
analysis, data were presented as mean ± SD, and were
analyzed using two-tailed Student’s t-test or one-way
ANOVA followed by Turkey’s post hoc test. P-value ≤ 0.05
was considered statistically significant. Experimental
number (N) represents the number of animals tested in
each group.

Supplementary data

Supplementary data is available at PCMEDI online.
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